
 WE ARE LOOKING FOR
 

Sports Trader
Ematiq is currently on a mission to become an algorithmic trading leader with expert knowledge
of (e)sports data analysis. Our analytical and engineering firepower has already established us as
one of the biggest market makers in world's leading betting exchanges and we are not stopping
there.

Our team of engineers, quantitative analysts & traders with access to inhouse domain experts is
on constant lookout for sizable business opportunities. Our secret sauce is a clever combination
of mathematics, ingenious engineering and access to proprietary data sources as well as access
to decades of accumulated experience and network in relevant fields.

 
Ability to learn quickly
Passionate about sports
Self-driven approach and responsibility
Strong mathematical and analytical skills
Team player who strives to bring value to the
whole team
Able to stay calm and organised in an
environment which is driven by the unknown
Experience with financial markets f.e.
stocks/crypto is a plus

Required skills & experience

Monitor market movements both in
prematch and live phases
Close cooperation with analytics and
development departments
Bringing new strategies and ideas that
would lead to new/changes in
agent/software behavior
Proactively analyze new opportunities,
errors, and/or anomalies in detail and
pass them directly to our development
team

Responsibilities

informal and friendly but direct and honest culture with focus on rational decision making
talent and real impact is more important than previous titles or years of experience
minimal amount of meetings / bureaucracy, zero to none politics
in-house domain experts, decades of relevant industry experience
growth / salary limited only by your talent potential
very smart colleagues - both geeks and great people to be around
Working in our modern offices in Prague center
occasional home office not a problem
leadership providing you with autonomy and trust, and expects ownership and quality decision

What is culture like at Ematiq?

      making in return

Send your CV to jobs@ematiq.com
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